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INTRODUCTION

1« An .African Census Evaluation Mission comprising Dr.,Eli.Sr Marks, of the United

States Bureau of the Census.on loan-to the Economic Commission forsAfrica as Con

sultant, and the ECA Regional-Sampling .Adviser went .to four African countries, , ■

namely, Senegal, Liberia, Dahomey andjEthiopia .during July-August 1974« °f these,

only Liberia completed its population census (in February 1974) and also conducted

a post-enumeration survey (also in February 1974) for evaluating the census.' In.

Ethiopia a pilot census and an appraisal of the pilot census in urban as well as in

rural settled areas was made by the United Nations Sampling Adviser assigned to

Central Statistical Office of Ethiopia. Senegal and Dahomey had no definite plans

of conducting a post-renuraeration survey for evaluating the census, although Senegal

expressed its interest in conducting one. Dahomey expressed reluctance to do a

RES after the census and questioned itc utility. The mission therefore had the

experience of visiting countries having varied conditions. ■ :

2. The purpose of the mission was (i) to discuss the need and to explore the

possibilities and means to evaluate the census after'it will be conducted in Senegal

and in Dahomey, (ii) to gain experience from the resultc obtained and the problems
faced in the post-enumeration survey conducted in Liberia, and (iii) to discuss the

matching problems that arose during the.pilot census in Ethiopia where the house to

house canvassing method was compared .with the group enumeration method of census

enumeration, as well as to discuss the possibility of census evaluation..

3. Dr. Marks submitted his report on the mission, giving hie comments and

recommendations for these countries. The present report is of more general nature,

being a brief technical report on the post-enumeration survey for census evaluation

and especially for census coverage evaluation, in the.context of the African Census
Programme. ;

4. In preparing this report help was taken from the draft (prepared in May 1974)

of the Handbook of Population and Housing Census Methods, Part V. Methods of : ■

Evaluating Population and. Housing Census Results prepared by Dr. Eli S. Marks for

the Statistical Office of the United Nations. Comments and suggestions from

numerous other sources and especially on the first draft of this technical report

have been used extensively in preparing the present version. Headers are recommended

to consult also the ECA document "Study on Pilot Inquiries and Post-^numeravion

Checks used in conjunction with African Population Censuses" (No. E/CH.14/CAS.5/17 of

24. August 1967). In certain illustrations the names of the countries have been,
omitted, but all those examples have been drawn from the experiences gained in the

ECA region only. For the case-studies in other developing regions the interested

reader may always refer to the respective country publications.

I. UNITED NATIONS AND ECA RECOMMENDATIONS FOR EVALUATING THE CENSUS

5. A population census is a national exercise. The national census office tries

to mobilize all available resources at the time of the population census in order to

get the exact figures relating to the characteristics of the population. However -

everyone now agrees that, in spite of all the. efforts made, there are always errors

in census data. The need for evaluating the census data has therefore been stressed

by the census office and the users of the census data. It is also understood that

if the sources and causes of the errors can be identified, future censuses can be

improved.
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6.; The view of the United Nations with regard to the 1970 round of population

censuses'has been expressed as followc: "Good census practice requires a careful

consideration and evaluation of the completeness and accuracy of the census

results". 1/ Another United Nations document states: "In the final census publica—*

tion it is advisable to indicate fully the methods used for evaluating the completed

ness of the data. Similarly, whenever -feasible, it is desirable to provide an evalua
tion of the quality of chje responses to the various items for which information was

collected". 2/ ':

7. The Seminar on the Organization :and Conduct of Census of Population and Housing

organized by the Economic- Commission for Africa in Addis Ababa in June 3.'^69 discussed
and agreed that the basic objectives of a complete evaluation programme should be: 3/

(a) to determine the level of accuracy of the census results in regard to their

coverage and content;

(b) to indicate to the users of the data the limitations of the results, and if

possible, to correct some'of the errorsj and

(c) to determine the causes of errors, which would also include an investigation

of the characteristics of the living quarters, households and persons involved. The

delegates accepted the fact that no censuses or surveys are free from error; so that

an evaluation of data is important and also agreed that any evaluation programme which

points out the limitations of published data increases the value of and confidence

in the data.

8. The Seminar on Techniques of Evaluation of Basic Demographic Data organized by

the Economic Commission for Africa in Accra in July 1973 regretted that post census

checks did net form an integral part of the African Census Programme while, according

to the United Nations definition, a population census should include the. evaluation-

of the data; ths Seminar recommended that plans for evaluation of census data should

be developed by the United Nations and the ECA and placed for consideration before >

the Conference of African Statisticians and the Conference of African Demographers,

with a view to having such plans integrated into the design and conduct of population

censuses* u/

9. The Population Commission in its Seventeenth Session held in Geneva from 29

October to 9 November 1973 noted that the Commission attached considerable importance

to the evaluation of censuses and to the study of implications of the census results.

The Commission also took note of the recommendations made during the ECA Seminar on

Techniques of Evaluation of Basic Demographic Data held in Accra in July 1973." 5/

1/ Principles and Recommendations for the 1970 Population Censuses Series Hos M44-t

United Nations, para. 82.

2/ Principles and Recommendations for National Population Censuses ST/STAT/SER.M/27>
United Nations, para. 214.

3/ Report of the ECA Seminar, E/CN.14/423, paras. 197-198..

4/ Report of the ECA Seminar E/CN.14/CAD.2/5, para. 226.

5/' Report on the Seventeenth Session of the Population Commission, E/5444-
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10. Citations in this section have been given only when they relate to the ECA ■
region. At a number of regional seminars which have taken place since 1959 in other
parts of the world, the importance of evaluating the census was also emphasized and
discussions were carried fc>ut on how the evaluation programmes might be formulated.

II. ERRORS DURING THE CENSUS ENUI/ERATION 6/

11. The errors that occur at the enumeration stage of the census may be classified
broadly into two groups: (i) errors of coverage and (ii; errors of content;- It is
understood that any of-the errors-mentioned may be the result of the deliberate

fabrication by the enumerators. A thorough checking of the census enumerators1 work,

and if necessary, also of the supervisors' work, as well as a careful scrutiny of the
filled-in questionnaires may often localize the source and reveal the amount of errors

of- this type, and it is hoped that the census office will take corrective measures

with respect to them. However- in what follows, the possibility of deliberate errors

has not been taken into account, although this source of error may be important in

instances.

(i) Errors of coverage

12. The errors of coverage affect the over-all totals. They also affect (frequen
tly differently) the totals of sub-groups. Rates, ratios, percentages and propor

tions are affected when the numerators and the denominators in these cases have
different errors of coverage, that is, when the proportions of error content in the

numerator and the denominator are different. Here again the rates, etc. with respect

to different sub-groups may be differently affected"because of differential rates

of errors of coverage.

13. Errors of co/erage may occur in three forms: (a) omission or under-coverage

of the universe under study, (b) duplication or over-enumeration and (c) other
erroneous inclusions. . .

(a) Omission

14. Omission or under-coverage of the universe under study occurs when some in

habited areas (hence all living quarters and all households therein), some house-
holds (hence all members of those households) or some individuals in the enumerated

households are omitted during the censue enumeration.

15. Omission of come inhabited areas ic caused by the failure to cover the entire

territory for i:VLch the census enumeration is supposed to be completed. This may

be due to several factors, ths most important of which is that the enumeration work

has been based on iacomplete or inaccurqte censuc cartographic work. Example: In

one country, the censuc cartographic work in the rural areas consisted of up-dating

the locations of villages and localities on the old naps and of making a list of

houses and households in each locality. But in doing thic work, an assumptions was

made that it was only alongside the main tracks that the villages and localities

6/ Methods of Evaluating the Reliability of Population and Housing Census Data.

UN Document ST/STAT/19, (Published also as ECA Document E/CN.U/CPH/4.)

Paras. 4~22.
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existed. It is quite clear that if this assumption were not correct, then the enu
meration based on the census cartographic work would not have* full coverage, since-

localities that were not alongside the tracks would be omitted. Also, during, carto
graphic work an area with one or more houses in it may often be missed when it is
not easily visible from main or side roads. Besides the incomplete or inaccurate
census cartography, there may be other factors such as political, social, economic, ■
climatic etc. which; may lead to omission of inhabited' areas (localities) from enu
meration. No information regarding the households and individuals living in military
camp areas has been obtainable in one country. It may be impossible to enumerate

the households in one part of the country due to political reasons. The listing
operation for houses and households had to be abandoned in one country benause of ,
heavy r;ains. " It is.to be noted that wilful omission by the enumerator in order to
reduce the load of his own work is not being discussed here.

16." When some inhabited areas are completely missed, the houses and the households
are also completely omitted from enumeration. In fact, this is the primary reason

behind the omission of households. But even when the houses ('house' in the sense ^.
of any living quarter) are not missed, some households are likely to be omitted from
the enumeration. These consist mainly of "those having more than one place ox
residence, those living in a boarding house or hotel, one-person households of which
the single occupant is usually working away from home during the day, those which
have changed.residence during the enumeration period, those without fixed places of
abode (such as those accustomed to sleeping on the streets or in other places -not
constituting living quarters) and those in transit at the time of the census . J]
In a Pood census design, plans are always made to cover those people without omission.

In the Moroccan census of 1971, the enumerators were asked to visit certain areas

of the towns at late hours of the census night (day) because the vagrants were
supposed to be found in those areas only after dark. In the Sudan census of ^.973
plans were .made to.stop all trains in. the early hours of the census day to count the

passengers (de facto census). . . . .

17. A faulty definition of a household in the enumerator's manual and/or a faulty
interpretation of it by the enumerator may lead to the omission of households.

18 It i- i-ell known that even if the list of households is complete it is possible
to miss some members of the household. The terms used for census enumeration^purposes

such as "place of usual residence", "permanent" members but temporarily absent",
"visitors", etc. are often not quite clear even to the enumerators, not to speak of
the respondents, unless the duration of stay is also clearly spelt out. Even when
the definitions are worked out in precise terms of length of stay, the respondents
may often be slow and incorrect in their answers, thus leading to omissions (or
duplications). It rcay be mentioned here that the following precise instruction wac

given to the enumerators during the 1974 population census in Liberia; "Whenever

in doubt ac to whether a person should be listed, as a usual resident ox the house
hold or is an eligible household member or should be enumerated - enumerate him,

19, Essides this, omissions are very likely in recpect of infants, very young
children ard very old persons. Omission of woman and live-m domestic servants is
common in some countries. Persons who died after the census date but before the
enumeration took place are likely to.be omitted. (As before, deliberate omissions

are not discussed here.) " j

7/ UN document, ST/GTAT/19, para» 9.
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20. In the 1974 population census questionnaire in Liberia, the following observa

tions and instructions were given in the column for the names of household members:

"What is the name.of the head of this household? Names of persons who usually live

here. Any babies or old people you did not list? Names of persons temporarily away

but who will return within 2 months. Names of persons staying here with no usual

place of residence elsewhere. Names of persons not usual residents but who. have

been staying here more than 2 months. How many persons staying here less than 2

months have a usual place of residence elsewhere? / V I have.listed / / persons.

Are there any other persons who are usually here that have not been mentioned? If

yes/ list them,"

21. In the 1971 population census in Morocco, the following questions were inserted

in the questionnaire: . . , .. .

Have you forgotten:

1. infants or young children?

2. old persons?

3. non-related persons?

4- household members who are temporarily absent?

22. . Before discussing the errors of duplication it may be interesting to note the

following paragraphs taken from the Enumerator's Handbook for the 1974 Census of

Population and Housing in Liberia. They appear under the heading "General Control

of Coverage", and essentially relate to the errors of omissions:

"a0 In every legitimate census in the history of man the moot serious

problem lias been that of not including'the entire population of

the country in the census. The primary cause of this undercoverage

is enumerator failure. There are many reasons for enumerator failure.

Some of the more common are as follows:

1. Failure to visit every village in the assigned enumeration area. ■

2, Failure to include every housing unit or structure in the assigned

E.A.

3» Failure to include all.persons residing in the.household.

b. In order to minimize enumerator coverage errors, an elaborate system

of supervisor cample re-enumerations in every enumeration area will

< •■ be used. These re-enumerations are to be considered for exactly what

■ they are checjcups. The findings of these checkups'-will be analyzed

immediately and payment for enumeration worl: will'depend on the

satisfaction of exacting.re-enumeration coverage requirements.

: ■ ■ c. In addition to the above coverage checks in each Enumeration Area,.

shortly after the census, a Post—Enumeration Survey will be conducted

to measure the coverage errors.""■to'

(b) Duplication

23. Errors of duplication occur when an area, a household or a person is enumera

ted more than once by mistake. Incomplete and inaccurate cartographic work may lead

to overlapping of enumeration areas, resulting in duplication of the enumeration work

in the overlapped areas. The households that have changed residence during the

enumeration period or are in transit at the time of the census, as well as those
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having more than one place of residence, are likely to be enumerated more than once.

These factors are also relevant in case of individuals. A typical example occurs

when a person stay3 for most part of the week in a city with some members of his

family and spends the weekend leisure time in his village home with some other

members of his family. The risk is there that he will be omitted at either place

because of the confusion in interpretation of the definitions, but there is also a

good chance that he will be enumerated twice. It is also clear that the chance that

a person would be enumerated more than once depends on the length of the enumeration

period. It should be noted that for an entire area or for an entire household the

chances are more for omission than for duplication, because it is quite likely that

the second enumeration will be told of the first enumeration. In one country, a

person had two wives, each having her own hut, During the census, all the children
born to the two wives were counted twice5 once in each hut. It is not true that a

scrutiny of the returns can always help, because the use of other names and the

misreporting of ages by illiterate respondents may always create a confusion in

identifying the children as the same.

(c) Erroneous inclusions

24. Besides cases of omissions and duplications (duplication is in fact erroneous
inclusion), there may be cases of erroneous inclusion by enumerating persons who

should not have been included according to the census regulations. In most cases

this happens because of a misunderstanding of the scope of the census.

25. In addition to these, there may be cases where deliberate inclusion of non-

exist&nt persons has been made because of political or social factors. In one

country,, it was found after the census enumeration that all the households in a

particular area had a peculiarly constant size, the size of ten. The area was

politically troubled and the regional census officers wanted to inflate the popu

lation figures by fictitious names. The census household schedule in that country

had ten rows, each row giving information about one member of the household and the

officers-in-charge worked hard to see that each schedule was returned with all rows
completed, but did not take the trouble to think out that, statistically speaking,

such coincidence would be exceptionally improbable.

(ii) Errors of content

26. Errors of content include mistakes in reporting and/or recording information
concerning the characteristics of living quarters, households and individuals.

These are errors which affect the quality of the individual result as contrasted

with coverage errors which affect the total count, 0/

27. In order to judge the over-all quality of the census data it is very important

to evaluate the errors of content. But this evaluation is more difficult than that

of errors of coverage. For the sake of simplicity, the present technical report

will concentrate on the evaluation of errors of coverage. In fact, it was stressed

during the second meeting of the African Census Programme Country Experts that the

census evaluation should consist of coverage, rather than content, checking. £/

8/ UN document ST/STAT/19 ;

2/ Report of the Meeting of African Census Programme Country Experts, ECA document

E/CN.14/CPH/42.
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III. METHODS OF EVALUATING THE CENSUS DATA

28. .^Before discussing ;the methods- of'evaluating'the census data for coverage,'it

should bs pointed out that a good ce&gus design always includes 'certain -^end'ral:'

controls of census procedures. These technical and administrative measures during

the.rsta'ges of plannihgy executiorfj 'processing and ^analysis^ean prevent a substantial

amount of error-and inconsistency1.- In rthe UN document,,' these chec-Ks'; have been

briefly 'summarized'as ;(a) -pre-^cenoal '-testing of procedures 'and materialr (b) control
and correction in■the field' by-enumerators and supervisors" to-spot -errors and

,-omi's'sions and to correct them- by re-^eriumeration', (c) strict control' oif the receipt
-Bind'handling'of questionnaires ih the'office; including a careful review vo ascertain

that all parts-of the' country have been covered by the enumeration, (H) careful
editing of questionnaires for the correction of obvious inconsistencies arid for the

comp'&'etxoh of '-incomplete questionnaires by thecadditiori of misusing-'dhta "about which

■ Ibg-ilbal -aGsumptionis can-be made/ (e): quality control of 'coding1 snd transfer of

nurarirical data to data- processirig' e'quiVment-, ;jand (f) the utilizatibri;|bf cb^clcc of

ihtiernal1consistency:and of correction tebhnique built into the Machine processing

proc'etlures.-1■' But it should be remembered that these controls cahrioV ensuz'e a complete

evalua;ticnr :6f the quantitative ahd qualitative accuracy of the census data.

y !'.•'} !>:.si:j.; ". ■ ■ ■ ■'"■ •■ '- ■.■'■■■' '* ■ - - ■'" ■' ■■ '■■ '■■ ■■■'■'■ "■■'' •■■ ■ ■■■■

29if!-;" The1 methods of' evaluating-the-census data by1 measuring the amount of error are,

of the following types: (a) demographic analysis such as'comparison with the data
from a previous census, checks of conformity with existing birth, death and migration

statistics-and-checks of internal'consistencyJ (b) matching of individual census

re-turns1"with'bther documents for-"the same individual; (c) comparison of ever—all

census totals for'the country:ac a whole as* well as for sub'-div'isionc and sub-groups

with'-i.oi7u.ls obtained from ether sources J'and (d) "matching "of census'" returns against

ion of a campre1-of population comsionly laiotm ka a Post—those from a re-enumeratibn of a campre'-of1 population comsionly

Enumeration Survey (FES) for census, evaluation. These methods have been described
in soaia detail in the United Nations Demographic' Yearbook (1962). The methods have
also boon described in detail in the United Nations Manuals on Methods,of Estimating

-. Population. 10/ Some of these ;methods will be touched upon briefly"dixring1 the ■

discussions on country cage studies. But it will be noted during tlio'se discussions

."tha^'the use of the :niethods (a:)/ (b) and (c) necessarily pre—supposes the" existence
of acceptable data -from other sources. Since the data collected from the alternative

sources, oft-sn do not provide a' suitable basis for evaluating the census' 'resruits' in

-African'countries* it 'seems'that at the present stage of statistical devp-iopmetit/in

most of these countries, ;an ad hoc Post-Enumeration Survey for census evaluation ,

should be accepted as relatively the most satisfactory techhiquev' Co'untrJ.ef. Tihich

laclc the resources to carry out: a field chec!:, to evaluate coverage as well us the-

quality of the major census results, can benefit from a simple check.cf coyer-age or

from-a coverage-and content, check of special segments1 of the population in which

errors arc mos*: likely to: occur. Even partial results, are of: great value ih indicating

different types of errors, their possible causes'and +he characteristics .01 the living

quarters, households and persons involved. In addition to the poet-enumeravion field

10/ Manual I- Methods of Estimating Total Population for Current Dales; Manual jlI.

.. .Methods, of Appraisal., of Quality..of Basic Data, for- Population, Extiraates; Manual III.

.. ..^ethods..for Population. Projections by Sex and:Age; Manual IV.. Methods of'
: : Estimating Basic Demographic Meacure.s.rfrom Incomplete Datav United Nations

Publications.
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check, countries should use any other method of evaluation which is feasible. 11/

It should also be noted here that the African Census Evaluation mission held •»

unanimously the following points of view; 12/

(i) While supervisory checks for the purpose of detecting and correcting
- gross error (e.g., failure of an enumerator to" cover an entire section

of his assigned Enumeration Area) are essential, they do not take the
place of a check against a reasonably independent source such as a

Post-Enumeration Survey or a population register. That is, supervisory

checks have the purpose of improving census quality1 while census evalua
tion aims at measuring the quality level actually attained.

. ■ ■■•■.■ .'.... ' . . ■ '. , ■ r ■'

(ii) Subjective assessment of census quality is not a satisfactory method of
evaluation. In particular, the fact that the census techniques adopted

meet the highest professional standards (even where there is a general

professional consensus on this point) is no guarantee of the extent to

which the execution of the census plans adhered to the design. The

adequacy of the execution of census procedures (as distinguished from

the adequacy of the procedures themselves) can only be determined on the
basis of a systematic check on.a representative sample of all of the

.. . census reports. . .

(iii) A PES is not always the only satisfactory method of census evaluation
nor is it a wholly satisfactory method. At best, a PES will give only

an "order of magnitude" estimate of census error - e.g., a statement

that the undercount was between 5 and 10 per cent or that it was "at

least 5 per cent and probably not more than 10 per cent."

IV, POSr-ENuTIERATION SURVEY (PES) FOR CENSUS EVALUATION

30. The Post-Enumeration Survey for census evaluation may be defined as a replica
tion of the census exercise on a representative sample of the population which was
supposed to be covered by the census, with the purpose of matching each individual

case to estimate the amount and to identify the causes of errors in the census

enumeration. In practice, (i) a sample of geographical area unite is chosen,
(ii) the population in these areas is re-enumerated in the PES questionnaire form,
(iii) matching is done against the census returns, and (iv.) and estimate is made
of the census omission rate on the basis of the proportion' of unmatched PES records,
or by taking into account the possible omissions in both the census and the PES.

31. -Tifo different PES methodologies will be distinguished in this report, and
following Marks1 notation, 1^/ they will be called; (i) PESA and (ii) PESB. In

addition, a third.methodology which is a combination of these two, will also be
discussed.

PESA

32. What may be called the "classical" concept, of the PES is that a re-enumeration

of a scientifically designed sample of the population can be carried out by using

better qualified and better trained enumerators in such an efficient manner that it

11/ UN document ST/STAT/19

12/ Report on African Census Evaluation Mission by E.S. Marks.

Handbook of Population and Housing Census Methods. Part V (Draft).
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will give the correct population figures for the sample. If.such a re-enumeration
is carried out, the true population at the census period can be estimated, and the
unmatched HiSA returns provide an estimate of omissions from the census. Since a
sample of geographical area units is chosen for complete re-cnumeration within sample
areas and since information is collected only about the people who should have been
enumerated in the sample areas during the census, all efforts are made so that no

in-migrant (including new born babies) to the cample areas during the interval
between the census date and the FESA date is recorded in the FESA enumeration form
even by mistake, and that no out-migrant (including deaths) during the said interval
is omitted in the PESA. The PESA returns thus account for the true population xn

the- cample areas on the census date, and the unmatched PEGA returns may be considered

ac representing all omissions from the census.

33. On the other hand, the,unmatched census returns from the sample areas represent

■"erroneous inclusions" in the.census.. It ic, however, usual with PESA, to check
the, unmatched census returns by a- "reconciliation'-1 to make sure that they are

- erroneous enumerations rather than- FES errors. With PESA, only the census returns

from the sample areas are taken into account during the matching stage and, ordinarily,
census returns from outcide the sample areas are not considered for estimation
purposes. Theoretically it ic assumed that in the evaluation EA'c will not remain

(after 'reconciliation') any unmatched census return for persons who should have

been correctly enumerated in those EA's during the census.

Let N = estimated total number of persons from records of the PESA;

and M » estimated total number of persons recorded in PESA who could be matched

in the census returns (after all reconciliation work is completed).
■**■■■ ' . ■ .

The N - M is the estimated total number of persons omitted from the census.

■The estimated completeness, of the census is given by:

LPESA £
N

It is to be noted that N and M are estimates for the population derived from the

sample values using proper inflation factors.

34. It follows, therefore, that the validity of the PESA results will depend on

the following conditions and will be impaired by decreases in the stringency with

which the conditions obtains

(i) The sample io a representative one so far as the completeness and

quality of the census is concerned.

(ii) The enumerators are better qualified, better trained and more

conscientious. .

(iii) All definitions and concepts have been clearly worded in the census and

the same definitions, and concepts with the same wording are used for

. ra-enumeration. ■ • • ;

(iv) The boundaries of the sample.areas chosen for. re'-enumeration are defined

clearly and are applied without error in the FES.

(v) The respondents can state precisely who were as well as who were not

living (as residents) or staying (as residents or visitors) in the
sample areac on the census date, and these responses are recorded

without error.
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(vi) Matching of individual cases is done without error or ambiguity.

(vii) Quality of the re-enumeration work is not affected by that oi the census

enumeration-

Case studies in the next .section will show how far these conditions obtained in the

countries which tried a'PESA after the census.

PESB

35. The newer approach to a Post-Enumeration Survey for census evaluation is based

on the independence assumption of "dual system estimates"e During the 1950's and

196O'sB the experiments with PESA were sometimes not very encouraging. Often

expenditures were high in expectation of achieving the desired error-free quality

of work in PESA, But in spite of the high costs, the IstcI of quality actually

obtained failed to reach the expected mark. This fact combined with the. experiences

in 196O's with dual system estimation in the field of vital statistics suggested the

idea of a new approach? placing stress on the independence of the PES and the census

rather than upon doing an error-free PES. The PESB represents an attempt to improve

censuE-PES independence.

36. In F5SB? as in PESA? a sample of geographical area units is chosen, and the •

PESB questionnaire is filled out for every person living (or staying) in the sample
areas at the FES3 date. Questions are also asked to.determine where each of the

persons listed was living or staying at the census date and where each might have

been enumerated. Births and deaths during the interval of the census and the PES

dates arc recorded on the FESB form, but the births are not used for the estimation

purposes- In FESB, no questions are asked about the persons who might have been

living or staying in the sample areas on the census date, but are no longer living

or staying there on the TESB date. The problem then reduces to searching into census

returns to find out if the persons staying or living in the sample areas at the PESB

date (or dyin/j there subsequent to the census date) have been enumerated.

37. In FESB- :..<■: i r. ".,"j;3v.ir.ocl -ihat some persons who were enumerated in the census will

be missed in PE? raid conversely. Moreover, some persons will be missed in both the

census and th«i PESB. On the basis of this assumption a two-way table can be prepared

giving the mwiber of persons missed by each enumeration but recorded in the other, as

well as the r.umber of persons recorded by both. This is done by letting?

N == total number- of persons recorded in the census

N^ --■ estimated total number of persons from records of the PESB

?. ~ e.rtircated total number of persons recorded in PESB who could be
M

:"■etched in the census returns.

N - M - oaticated number of persons recorded in PESB and not matched in the

census returns (hence missed in the census, but not in PESB,

K » M « c,7.v.J.tiiated number of persons recorded in the census but mis.oed in PESB

It is to be especially noted that U is first calculated on the basis of matched

PESB returns fros: the sample areas,, and then N^ - M is caiCulated. N -Mis not

calculated on the basis of the non-matched census returns from the sample areas,
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two way table:
FESB

In this table Z(the number of persons missed in both census and PES) and
population) are unknown.

N(total

38. An assumption is then made for estimating Z and N that ** ^
of the census and PEG are independent. This assumption means that the P
Srson b"ng recorded in the FESB io the same whether or not he has been
in the census. Under this assumption, writing N as the estimate of N,

re

1 A

Z NoM 2

whence N =

M

An estimate of Z on the same assumption is:

(V

M

the.estimated completeness of the census is given ast

39.
The validity of the PESB results depends on the following factors primarily:

(i) The sample is a representative one so far as the census completeness

and quality is concerned,

(ii) All definitions and concepts have been Nearly worded in the census and
the same' definitions and concepts have been used in the Vi&u.

(iii) The boundaries of the sample areas chosen for re-enumeration are defined
clearly and are applied with reasonable accuracy.

(iv) The respondent can describe adequately for matching purposes where each
sample person was living or staying at the census date.
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- (v) Matching is ;done without-'net'matching error,

(vi) Re-enumeration errors is completely independent of the census errors.

40. Discussion of the merits and demerits of the two methods follows the case

studies below. -It-may-be mentioned here that there may be a combination of the two

methods, that may be-called.PESC. In PESO, the enumeration attempts to reconstruct

- the' population at che census" date., and strives for independence but not for an error-

free PES. In order to estimate the number of persons missed by both the census and
the PESC, a two-way table of the form given in 37 is constructed. Procedures for

estimating N and Z are the same as given in that .section.

■ V-« -CASE STUDIES..ON EVALUATION OF CENSUS RESULTS: USE OF PES

41. United States M/ 15/ The. national census of population in the United States,

started in 1790 .and has been taken every ten years since then. Of course, with the

evolution of the "c'ensus methods 'new innovations■ occurred at different periods, and

cencus planning as well as studies for possible census improvement are now a ,

continuing programme of-the Bureau of the Census.

42. Before 1950, the evaluation of the: census data was done chiefly by study of

internal consistency', comparisons of successive censuses.and checks against data

from other sources, such as vital statistics,, selective service registrations and

social security records. The latter checks were in the form of comparing totals

from different sources with the census totals. No matching was done and the
characteristics of matched persons were not compared^ The first PES to evaluate

a population census was done in 1950.

43. For the 1950 PES, a sample of households was reinterviewed by a small group

of carefully selected and specially trained enumerators. The questionnaires

allowed for detailed questioning about some of the original census items, and, if

possible, information was obtained from the; best.respondents in ,the household rather

than from any responsible member of the household. Enumerators were more carefully

trained and more closely supervised than in the census. PEG enumerators were

provided with transcriptions of the original census data go that, after independently

doing a re-interview, they could attempt to reconcile discrepancies between re-

interview responses and original responses. . Results obtained by the improved methods

of interview were expected to provide estimates of bias in the census enumeration.

Although there were some exceptions, resulting estimates of net error tended to be

quite small, even in some situations where other evidence indicated that the net

error was not small. The 1950 net under-enumeration as found by the 1950 PES was

.1.4 per cent (gross under-enumeration 2.3.per cent and erroneous inclusions and

duplication 6.9 per cent). The census coverage was found to be more seriously

deficient than had generally been believed. However the U.S. Bureau of the Census

assumed that the PES estimate of the under-enumeration was probably an under-statement,

Procedural Report on the I960 Censuses of Population and Housing. Working

Paper No. 16, U.S, Bureau cf the Census. . ■ '

15/ "Measurement of "Errors in Censuses and Surveys" by M.H. Hansen, W.N.Hurwitz

and M.A. Bershad in Bulletin of the International Statistical Institute 196.1.
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A study by Coale 1(5/ using demographic analysis estimated the net under—enumeration

to be 3.5 per cent of the true total. On the basis of all available evidence the

bureau suggested the figure of 2.4 per cent as the 'minimum reasonable estimate1

of the net under-enumeration in the 1950 census. It is stated that the main defect

of the 1950 PEG 12/ and also of the I960 PES was the gross under-estimation of the

number of persons missed within enumerated houses and households.

44« For the i960 census, 22 studies were developed.for the Evaluation and

Research Programme. Of these, two were re—enumerative studies of coverage error.

They needed the use of specially trained enumerators to search for errors of both

omission and duplicate reporting of persons and housing units. Also, the investiga

tion of coverage error in the I960 PES, unlike that in the 1950 PES, was largely*

separated from studies of content error, thus allowing more intensive training of -

enumerators and control of work on a more limited number of subjects.

r

45. The two I960 PES studies involved: (a) A re-enumeration of about 25,000

housing units in an area sample of 2,500 segments to search for housing units

■ Omitted from the census or structures wrongly classified as housing units. The

task of the enumerators was to make a complete list of all structures and housing

units in the sample areas, and to reconcile their findings with the census results

(using also a list prepared for another survey). (b). A re-enumeration of persons
■arid■housing units in a list sample of 15,000 living quarters enumerated in the

census, for the purposes of checlcing on the accuracy of census coverage of persons

within enumerated units. IS/

46. : The I960 PEG.gave net under-enumeration as 1.9 per cent of the population

(gross under—enumeration of 3-2 per cent, and duplication and other erroneous
inclusion of 1,3 per cent). Incidentally, one may note here that the estimates of
net under^-enumeration which were regarded by the census bureau demographers as the

most'definitive were 3.1 per cent for I960 and 3.6 per cent for 1950, and these

were obtained by examining the internal consistency of successive censuses and by

using available statistics on population dynamics. 19/ 19A/ These figures were

16/ "The population of the_ United States in 1950 classified by age, sex, and color -
a Revision of Census. Figures" by Ansley J. Coale in Journal of the American, .'

Statistical Association 1955*

17/ The Post-Enumeration Survey: 1950, Technical Paper no.4 U.S. Bureau of the
Census.

18/ "Evaluation of coverage in the i960 census of population through ca.se by case

checlcLng" by E.S. Maries and J. Waksberg in proceedings of Social Statistics

Section: 1966 of American Statistical Association.

12/ "An evaluation of coverage in the I960 census of population by Techniques of
Demographic Analysis and by Composite Methods" by J.S. Siegel and M. Zelnilc in

proceedings of the Social Statistics Section 1966 American Statistical Associa
tion.

"Completeness of coverage of the non-white population in the I960 census and

current estimates and some implications" by J.S. Siegel in Social. Statistics' -

?£^,citJ.* ed« David M. Heer, a report of a Conference held in Washington,
D.C., June 22-23, I967.
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subsequently revised to 2.7 per cent for i960 and 3.3 per cent for 1950-■ 122/ Xt i^
accepted that the FES studies have increased knowledge of gross errors, area

differentials, causes of error etc. Also for white females there is practically

no difference, between the I960. PES estimates and the estimates by demographic

analysis.

47, In the 1970 census, 23 evaluation studies were established of which 7 were

concerned with population and housing unit coverage. Since the two preceding

post-enumeration surveys were not very encouraging, the Bureau of the Census did
not attempt to make a census evaluation through an ad hoc R2S for the 1970 census.
There were, however, some FES-type studies of housing coverage and a match between

the census and the Current population survey reports for March 1970, which was, in

many respects similar to a PES. Only the under coverage estimates for housing have

been published. !<£/ Extensive measures were, of course, taken to improve the

quality of cansusTcoverace. A.L:ajor quality check wac a special audit of housing

units reported as 'vacant1 by census enumerator, This check was made on a sample
basis immediately after the census canvassing. The check added about 1 million

non-enumerated persona (|- per cent of the total count) well dispersed over all areas.
For content checking a re-iirfcsrview of a national sample of 10,000 households was

conducted. 20/ In this connection it is interesting to note the following comments

of Siegel irTan article on census coverage in the 1970 census in the Ue,S.A. : "The

methods employed for making these estimates", (of the completeness of census coverage)
are the methods of 'demographic analysis'. The leading alternative methods for

evaluating census data, namely case by-case'checking or matching techniques involv

ing a re-interview survey, a prior cample survey, or independent lists and records

have shown such serious limitations as devices for neacuring the coverage of the

total population and the accuracy of the counts by age, ee;: and race that principal

reliance has been placed on the methods of demographic analysis .for measuring .

coverage and accuracy in I960 arid 1970. These alternative methods either greatly

understated the under coverage rate or provided too broad a range of estimates in

I960 and 1950; tho estimates obtained by demographic analycic proved to be much

more reasonable- The case by case"methods are handicapped by problems of matching
and the results are affected by sampling error. 20A/ But it should also be noted

that PES methods of evaluating the U.S. Census (a) have certain special problems
which make it difficult to preserve independence between PES and census errors;

(b) require a high accuracy; (c) have been and are being improved;, (d) play an

lgB/ Estimates uf coverage of population by sex, race and get Demographic Analysis!
1970 OinsuB or population and housing, evaluation and research program, PHC(E)-4,
U.S. Bureau of the Census, February 1974-

19C/ The ixweragecf Uiusing in the 1970 Census: 1970 census of population and
housing, evaluation and research p-cgram, PHC(e)-5, U.S. Bureau of the Census,

October 1973.

20/ "Costs, response rates and other rspects of Data Collection in the 1970 census"

by R.B. Voight in rsport of the Seminar on Population Data and Uue of Computers

1971 Wiesbaden, . .

20A/ "Estimates of coverage of the population by sex, race, and age in the 1970
census" by J.S. Siegel in Demography, February 1974- ;
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essential part in the demographic estimates for persons (survivors) born 13C|3 to

1334; (©) have no* been abandoned by the Census 3ureau and Mill probably play an

important: role in ,15'~C. .203/ ■ . -y ■ ■ ■ • . ... .

4C ■ United I-ingcjoms The first- population census was conducted in lCol and
every ■'ten'yearij since then. The .first '71Z was -organised in .1251. A sample of
area units was chosen and exhaustively:reenuraeratec.for coverage checking. For.

quality checking a subsample of 7,300 households was interviewed. The^££3. cac
not show any significant over or under-enumeratipn during the census. 21/ 3ut it
was not consicei-ec- to be completely successful so far as quality checking is

considered". 2.V A contributory factor that led to the failure of the ^Z in this
aspect --/as the insufficient training of the enumerators. Those non-professional
enumerators could not obtain adequate answers to some questions.in the 7HZ ana as
a result, matching of the census and the l^C returns was often unsatisfactory anc

in some c?.ses impossible.

are49. Results of the 75Z work following the 1971 census of England and "ale*
-ue later in 137S and the following is a summary of information currently avail
able on'it. Both coverage and Quality (or content) checks were undertaken,- the
former within a fortnight of the- main census. Evaluation of .the. results is now in

orogress and a provisional, unofficial verdict is that there was very little
coverage "error. The coverage checks were, bused-on c stratified sample of about
'-'0 OCC households, contained within some £,G00 sample areas. The frame used to
select these was a national grid plan, stratified initially by four levels of ^
density. 'Each selected area was further sub-sampled to give tracts of about ,<G-o
households each; these were then completely re-enumerated and results comparec. .

with the main count. The fieldwork was carried out by census officers who hat,
jreviously worked elaei'bere in the census. Quality checks were undertaken by
experienced Cocial■ Curvey interviewers, and. were bapec on a different sample
scheme. The re-interviews took place over the country as z. whole anu also xor

'certain local authorities; on request.

kg. France: The last census was taken in l^x. Censuses in Prance ?.re at the
same tlii»"filiation, builcing and housing-, counts .and are not.t^ken within a certain
cycle. No -^ was claimed. The recorcs of the manpower sample survey anc selectee
Persons- -ho-were born on 1, 2, 3, and /f October (l.l per cent of the population) were
used as descriptive checks to determine the. aiaount of double counts am. omissions.

c.i ■ Fecer-1 Public of Germf.nyj: ?o elation censuses -ere taken in 1.^1 v.nC 1570.
For theYi^l^jMlitlon'ceMus'T^ree sa^le checks for coverage were .ns^e. -^ns 01

these was an immediate check through re-enumeration {or raiv.er verific-tion^of
coraaleterieSG of enumeration) of the buildings an:', dwellings anc t.-.e "louse^Oi^ cjk.

■oercons therein in a 0..u' ;>er cent sample of enumeration -Jistricts. Two aajacenc ^
enumeration districts were selected in order to locate cny errors due to tAe neglecc
of buildings near the borders of the enumerators' districts. These iimnecii^ice c.iee.«

vere made % to 5 weeks after the census -vate. uz i-result 4^,CCC coverage errors
were detected. 1. rrocs under enumeration of lC1,000 persons anc a duplication o±

"03/ ?ersonal ;^ommunication from S..3. Marks,

71/ ' Health and Vital statistics, 3. Benjamin, 1^6c.

72./ Curvey Methods in 3oci3.1 Investigation. C.A. looser and G. Walton, 17A-
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1 80,000 persons were noted, yielding a net under-enumeration of 101,000 persons

2 (about 0.2 per cent of the resident population). The other descriptive checks

I showed an under-estiraation of 0.5 per cent of the resident population. For errors
! of content, census returns were compared against the recults obtained through the

* . sample survey (known as the micro-census) conducted annually on a 1 per cent sample
and quarterly on a 0.1 per cent sample of the total population. Comparisons were

based on 0.1-per cent micro-census conducted five weeks after the census.

I 52. In the 1970 (May, 1970) population census the same three types of checks, were

planned with certain modifications. Comparisons were made against the subsample

of the April micro-census communities, the sampling fraction of the control being

approximately 0.2 per cent; In addition, a descriptive check of birth-date control

was used to examine the extent of omission and duplication. Errors of content were

evaluated against the results obtained from the April and July micro-censuees, the

sampling fraction being 0.1 per cent. 2^/ 2Lj ■ . :.

53. In the Scandinavian countries population registers are maintained with great

efficiency. Comparisons of census results are always made against the registers.

No FES is organized to check the completeness of coverage. In some other countries,

for example, Yugoslavia, Hungary, Greece etc., Post-Enumeration Surveys were tried

but other methods of evaluation were also attempted at the same time. 2^/

54. Discussions in the preceding sections have shown that methods with or without

a PES for evaluating the census are.being used in many countries. Unfortunately

those methods (use of population registers, vital registration system etc.) are
either not available ,at all or unreliable in many other countries. But the organizers

of the population censuses in this second group of countries often felt the need

for evaluating the census quality and, in addition to using analytical techniques,

tried to conduct an ad hoc PES to assess the census coverage. The following sections

give a brief account of these attempts made in the ECA region.

55. " Of the countries that have completed -1970 round of censuses in Africa till
March 1975/ no ad hoc PES had-been conducted in the following countries (census
year has been given in brackets); Egypt (1966 - evaluation by demographic methods),
Lesotho (1966), Swaziland (1966), Tunisia (1966 - by comparison with statistics

from other sources it vias believed that the net under-enumeration was between 4 and
5 per cent) 26/ Tanzania (1967 - a note on a regional study has been given later in

this section!; Uganda (1969), Zambia (1969, V. Kannisto, UN Inter-regional Adviser

23/ "Organization and Functioning of the 1970 census in the Federal Republic of
Germany" by L. Herberger in Report of the Seminar on Population Data and Uce of

Computers, 1971. Weisbaden.

2kJ International Meeting on the Exchange of Experiences -made at the 1970 census.

Wiesbaden 1970-. ■ _ .

25/ Methods of Evaluation of Population and Housing Censuses by K. Tekse (Provisional
Draft for Working Group on Population Census in Conference of European Statisti

cians, 1966). C.S.O. Budapest I960.

26/ "Le Recensement general de la population (mai 1966)" by M.N. Ledjri in Revue
Tuni3ienne de Sciences Sociales Nos, 17-18, 1969«
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recommended a PES in his mission report of October 1967), Gabon (1970, planned to
evaluate census coverage and content errors concurrently with the demographic sample
surveys to follow, since it was believed that a PES -would be the most eff-xent
method for evaluating the census", ZJJ but unfortunately plans dad not materialize),
Togo (1970, Planned to.-aluate^he census errors one^ear l^™£^°-

WMmmm.the country, with an additional comment that the true figure might well behigher), 28/
Mauritius (1972 - evaluation done.through demographic methods), Guinea U972 ,
Libva(1973): Sudan (1973 - a sample enumeration in one province was carried out,
Ettt walnot a PES as such), and Congo (1974 - comparison was made of "cartographic
and pre-enumaration house counts olus a random check on individual household records
carried out during the enumeration by supervisors"). 29/

56i." Tunisia conducted a PES" after its 1956 population census to che<%c™S* *S
weh as content errors. The sample covered about 20,000 persons drawn from te per
cent of the urban population or .27 per cent.of the.total population of Tunisia.
?Te census o^ice iaced difficulties in recruiting qualified canvassers, in making
the sample population understand the justification and usefulness of the PES, in
cleaHemarSation of the sampling units, in identifying streets and houses. But
this PES oroved very useful.in indicating the.modifications needed to census

tecnniques applicable to areas of indigenous population. It should be mentioned
here that Tunisia conducted a PES after- its 1966 population census. There was an
interval of six months between the general census and the PES, and because of
matching difficulties the results of the PES were totally inconclusive. This PEo
is not considered as an inteGral part of the 1966 population census. ^0/

57. In Algeria (1966) a FES on a 2 per cent sample of the population was conducted
for coverage as well as content checking. In Morocco (l97l) a PES was conducted
during 2 days following the end of the.census enumeration on 3 August. The sample
comprised of 100 douars in rural areas and 100 urban districts. The re-enumeration
was done by the beet among the supervisors, each having worked in an area other than
the one originally assigned to him during the general census ^1/

27/ Etudes et Enquetes Statistiques. Serie Etudes no..9 Avril 1971. Direction de la
Statistique et des Etudes Economique. Republique Gabonaise.

28/ Report on the Population Census, 1971 Central Statistical Office, Republic of

Botswana, August 1972.

29/ Report of the Fourth Meeting of the Consultative Group on the African Census
Programme. ECA document No. E/CN.14/CPH/43.•

7,0/ Handbook of Population Census Methods. Volume I. UN publication series F
No.5 Rev.l. Also Report of the Meeting of African Census Programme Country

Experts. EGA Document No. E/CN.14/CPH/42.

31/ Recensement de la Population au Maroc, 1971 Mimeographed note from the Embassy
of the Kingdom of Morocco in Addis Ababa, 1974«
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58. . If/Maia.w.1 (.1966) a PES was organized immediately after the census, The purpose

was to check coverage only* A three stage sample design was used with census EA's

being the .first stage units, villages within EA being the second stage units, and

dwelling structures within village being the third-stage units, with sampling

fractions -49 1/3 and-J- respectively. The'most, experienced of the census office

staff carried 3*1* the field work. The sample EA'c were first searched in collabora

tion with the headmen of the villages in the selected EA's, to locate any missed ' -

localities or villc^es. The selected villages were checked thoroughly for any

omitted dwelling structures and, in the selected dwelling unite (15,000 in all), a
re-interview of all persons was made, the PES and the census returns were matched,

and "any differences were reconciled from a eecond.visit in the field to units with

discrepancies". After.reconciliation, two estimates were made, one from the census

and the other from the PES,. The difference between the two divided by the PES

estimate was takon as the rate of imdercount (2.6 per cent) in the census. 32/

59- In connection with the 1967 population census in Tanzania, 23/'
government statistician who was in charge of the population census, issued a circular

(circular no.66 elated 19 December 1967) stating that in conformity with the"United
Nations ieacrrjr.cndations which stress the need to check accuracy of the: results, a

post-enuicsvation check in all districts would be made. However, thr. checking was

proposed to be made through the existing administrative machinery by using divisional

assistant divisional and village executive offices without employing any additional

staff for.ths work and without increasing the approved census budget. The post-

enuraeration.check was finally carried out in only one district* The census office

had the opportunity for co-operation with an inter-disciplinary research project in

Rungwe rusi by Africa-Studiecentrura, Leiden, Holland* The co-operation started on -'

ths local level during the census preparations, and continued. with 0. xi.eld check of

recorded information for selected areas within the district. It h.-is been stated

that the field check.was such as to give very reliable information which could be

compared with census data on individual basis* It should be remembered that these

evaluation reirults were not applicable to the whole, country, becauce ths quality of'

work in the Rungwe district can easily be imagined to be different froa that ±n other

pares oi' the country. It has been stated in the census report that ths unusual

growth rate obtained by comparing the 1957 and 1967 census figures was assumed to

be the effect mainly of undercdverage in the 1957 census. However, eft si* n. study

of the 1937 census figure, the census office put the maximum undercouat- rate as 2 per

cent of the population. It has also been noted that because of inadequate and/or

improper cartographic work in come areas an unknown number of omissions Here believed

to be possible in the enumeration. The Post-Enumeration Survey carried i.n the Rungwe

district was briefly ac follows:

60. The size of the population in Rungwe district was about 360,000-, The evaluation

study was carried out in 5 villages in various parts of the Rungwe district cover

ing a total of 49*5 households consisting of 2^83 persons. The survey .was carried

out by an eirpcrieiiced demographer with the help of two assistants one of whom

32/ Malawi Population Census 1966. Final Report. Department of Census and

Stati.nt?.eG Zomba. Also Malawi Population Census 1966. A methodological Report

by G.T« Ngubola Kamwambe. National Statistical Office, Zomba 1971.

The Population of Tanzania: Census Volume 67 Bralup and Bureau of. Statistics.

Daressala-ini, 1973*
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accompanied the demographer to all surveyed;villages and'the other was an assistant-

cum-informant living in the village: under';survey and~fainiliar. with. local_.conditionG.

Matching of individual.persons-Was extremely-difficult and was. possible.in 81 per :

cent of the -oajses. Persons -often. appeared- to -be known under different names. The

f-act; -thai:'only "the-.namss---of head's..of., households were recorded and-hot those of the

other^members-creaxcdan- additional problem, for matching, ;■-Matching. proved-to.be

most difficult for-the 'age groups between 15 and 29 years, that is, the most mobile

of the population- In addition, after the completion of the field work it. became

clear that the selected villages were not completely representative for the district

as a whole so far as the children below 15 years, fertility and population growth

were concerned. The definition of a household as a group of persons, who live

together and share their living expenses presented considerable difficulties in. the

case of polygamous heads of households A change in the interpretation of household

led.tjae average household size to be estimated as 5*0 whereas in the census it, was

4*6, Still it was concluded on the basis of the P.ungwe study that the .coverage of

the households in the 1967 census was quite complete, only one household out of

496 haying been fcund as not enumerated during the census. The coverage of persons

was also assumed to be satisfactory except in the cases of unmarried young men in ;

15—29 age group, the under~enumeration having been between 5~10 pc** cents. .. . . ■

61, In the 1962 Population Census in Kenya, the census was undertaken in two .

stages.. The first stage involved a complete enumeration of the entire population.

The second stage involved a re-enuraaration of a sample of the rural African Popu

lation, using a detailed questionnaire which was also utilised for the non—African

and urban African population in Kenya during the census. One. of the objectives was.

to assess the accuracy of the general census in the rural African population. It

was noticed frorr. the PES returns, that 4 districts had reported a 10 per cent over-

enumeration whereas 1 district had reported a 10 per cent undercount, as compared

to the general census. As a general observation it was then concluded, that while

in some parts of the counti*y the population might have been over-enumerated, it was

compensated to a large extent by under—enumeration in other areas. As a result, it

was. assumed that the oyer-all total might be correct to within 1 per cent, noting

that "it ic. not pon^ible to hazard a guece at the true margin of error to which the

census results may have been liable1'.

62. In 1969 census of population in Kenya a PES for coverage evaluation was

organized. It was felt that on the basic of the PES results, an under-enumeration

of about 5 per cent occurred during the general cencuc. In fact the census figures

were inflated by 3 p£** cent to arrive at the revised figures that were published.

In this case PES did not serve ac a means of collecting supplemental data7 but was

used to try to correct the inadequacies of the original census figures.

63. In Sierra Leone -the first complete census was held -in 1963. The PES was

organized just after- the general census. The work started first in 150 localities

and after three month's interval in 10 more localities. Enumeration work for the

FSS was carried out mostly by the census field supervisors. No field worker was

allowed to do the PES work in an area in which he worked during the census. All

34/ Paper on Population Census 1979 by Central Bureau of Statistics,- Kenya. Also

E/CN.14/CAS.5/17. : ; 7
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was carried out in 5 per cent of general census EA's, that is, in 344 out of 6878
RA's. This was completed in the first three days of the PES. For investigating into
the coverage of persons and errors of content, and.also for collecting supplementary
information a 1 per cent sample of the general census houses was taken and all persons

found were re-enumerated and re-interviewed. About one year later a third field
operation, called the Field Reconciliation Check was carried out on a sample of less
than 0.5 per cent of the main census houses to find out the.reasons for discrepancies
between the genera:, census and the PES with respect to coverage error only. The
number of field workers in these three inquiries were 10,000, 1,000 and 10-15
respectively, but the requirements of quality of the enumerators became stricter «o
the number decreased. The results of the general census and the FES when compared,,
it has been noted by critics, were sometimes according to general expectations and
sometimes confusing. In fact, in the I960 PES there was an under-count of about
10 per cent compared to the census data. Some of the factors which caused this
under-enumeration in the PES were supposed to be the following: (a) migration of
population during the interval between the general census and the PES, (bj omission
of vacant houses, (c) enumeration of only the household recorded under the head of
the house listed in the general census (d) moving reference date (e) placing more
emphasis on content errors, (f) Fatigue on the part of the interviewers and the
respondents. Possibly, the large sample also made it impossible to impose the
strict technical and supervisory controls that are required for a well executed •
sample survey, but it should be noted that the.inconclusive results of the 19bO Ffcp
were partly due to the different definitions of the household used during.the census

and the PES. .

67. After the 1970 population census, a PES was conducted in Ghana to evaluate the
errors of coverage in the census. The PES was kept separate from the supplemental
enquiry for collecting additional information and was conducted three weeks after
the census enumeration on a 5 per cent sample of enumeration areas. Within the
selected EA's, a re-enumeration was made to investigate the coverage of houses and
households and that of persons within houses and households. The PES returns were

matched against the census data and a stratification was made of the selected EA s
on the basis of the discrepancy of unmatched events either in the census or in the
PES. A subsample of EA's was then selected with probability proportional to the
amount of discrepancies observed within EA. This subsample was subjected to more
detailed investigation. It was found out from the results of the PES that the FES
actually/enumerated a smaller number of houses and persons in the sample as compared
to the census, although the discrepancies were smaller than those calculated for
the I960 census and the I960 PES. In PESA this might mean an over-enumeration in

the general census or an under-4nuraeration in the FES or both. It has been noted
in studies that the percentage of matched events was not large enough to glve
confidence in the results and from the preliminary results it seems that the 197"

FES has given only inconclusive results.

68. In this connection and particularly with regard to the fact of PES estimates
being lower than the census one, mention may be made of the FES conducted in
Yugoslavia in 1953. The PES was carried out by specially trained enumerators. It
took place one week after the census day. The selected EA's were re-enumerated.
Cases of omission and duplication of persons were noted when the PES returns were
matched against the census data. Over-enumeration was found to be more frequent in
rural areas and under-enumeration in urban areas, resulting in an overall net over-

enumeration of 0.014 per cent for the country as a whole. 38/

Handbook of Population Census Methods. Volume 1. UN; publications Series F no.5
Revl
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Report on the meeting,'E/CN.H/CPH/42.
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To this, it may be said that the difficulty with trying to improve the census

rather than- do a PES is that the funds and personnel which may be adequate for a

PES will have very small impact on the census quality. Unless the country has a

very small population (less than one-half million persons), the funds spent on a
PES would not be sufficient to permit doing a high-quality census job. If the funds

needed for doing a PES are sufficient for the"country to do a complete house listing

in all enumeration areas before the census, then it may be desirable to prepare

thoroughly than to check how good the preparation was, if the priority of the pre-

enumeration work and the PES work is compared. However, if the funds are inadequate'

to -do a high-<iuality pre-enumeration work it may be more useful to know by doing a

PES, how good or bad the census is, than having only a psychological satisfaction

for getting done some amount of pre-enumeration work without any idea how complete

the-census ±s» For many developing countries, a PES will prove to be the only

feasible method of evaluating the census. Mention must be made also that in some

countries a population census is nowadays as much a political exercise as a

statistical one and it is sometimes required that every resource be strained to

secure complete coverage at the enumeration, as no failure in this respect would be

excused by the politicians. In that case, a PES may be organized after the census

only if funds, in addition to chose needed for the pre—enumeration v.-or?^ are
available for the PES.

(b) It is sometimes suggested that knowledgeable persons should be used in
particular areas to check the accuracy of the census done* r39A/

To this, it may be said that the desirability of using "knowledgeable" persons

to check the accuracy of census data, depends on the kind of knowledgcable persons

available. If the idsa is to use people who are presumed to know a given area well,

experience indicates that they often lack the detailed information that .ire needed

to check the accuracy of the census. Furthermore, results obtained for the

particular areas in which "knowledgeable" people may funish correct information will

not be based on a representative sample of the population and cannot, therefore, be

generalized beyond these areas. Of course, if there are knowledgeable people

available for all EA'c (and also funds available to pay for their services), it will
be better to .uee them during the census ore-enumeration and enumeration work, rather
thai» to wait for checking the accuracy after the census.

•■ If, however, the 'knowledgeable' persons refer to trained statisticians and

demographers, it will certainly be advisable to use them to check on the accuracy of

census data. But such analysis is something which needs to be dens to go with a
PES rather than in place of a PES. "~

72. . It is true that the importance of pre-enumeration work such ac preparation of
maps, pre-listing of houses and. households etc. is undeniable for doing a good census.

It is also true that a PES may be difficult to organize immediately after a census
when general fatigue often sets in among the staff and enumerators'of the census
officer -The difficulties.encountered by some African countries in obtaining
acceptable measures of the coverage and content errors in the census by the use of

post-enumeration field checks were also described in detail during the seminar on

the organization and conduct of censuses of population and housing in Addis Ababa

in 1968. £0/ The difficulties arise from the need for the matching of*data obtained

39A/ ECA document, E/CN.H/CPH/42.

40/ Report on the seminar ECA document S/CN.14/423.
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due to .limitations of language, apprehension of primary enumerators that their hot
is susoect, lack of trancport facilities, problems arising iron tne r.iobilit/ of
population etc. - It was pointed out in the seminar that the mlure ai .come post-
enumeration field checks- in Africa also arose from inadequacies 01 the cample
design (including defective frames and problems in attempting to suosample h«use-
h«lds from selected enumeration areas,'rather than completely re-enumerating the
cample 3A'c) and faulty conduct of the enquiry. The bias in systematic samples_ff
houses and/or households, due to different interpretations of unit definition* in.
the census and the survey was mentioned in this connection. The seminar agreed
that the post-enumeration field check "as the most direct and objective method of
checking census results, and that such checks should be regarded as an integral_
oart of the census, and in the absence of other alternative procedures o; checking
'(for example, checldLng against accurate records of births, deaths and narration),
would constitute the only available means of checking the census aata. do"fjer
there was a note of caution that the PEC could be a costly venture and should be.
carried out with great care and thorough preparation to ensure successuccess

73. The problems at the I960 EGA seminar relate to PECA, the only TEC, technique
that had been used u^ to that time. The difficulties cited were experienced m
other countries and, in combination with■experience in the use ox dual system
estimation in vital statistics, 40A/led to questioning of tne basic FEoA Premses
that measurement of census error required an -'error-free" re-enumeration ana that
it-was possible f achieve such a renumeration by using better enumerators and
devoting Great care and high expenditures per unit <- householc er .A) to a^o.
PESB was then developed based on the idea of a re-enumeration which w-.u-.a n-it
strive for better quality than the census but for independence of tne census and

■costs per unit at (or slightly above) census costs per unit. As originally
developed, PEC3 was also aimed at reduces the orSaninational and administrative
problemTof a PEG by moving it bad: to beCin field work 6 f.12 mnnths tafter
crtmpleti^n of the cencus field work, when the permanent statistical ofii#e atatl
will have had time to recuperate from the "ravages" of the ,ensuC proper. U«nns
the rE3 field worl; back also improves independence but increases the magnitude oi
the problems due to population mobility. These latter problems, in turn, lead f
the need for special procedures for covering migrants in the PEG and for matenusg

them to the

74. VJith the understanding that the objectives of the RSG are ^-iff«^ fr*ra
the-e of the pre-enumeration work, and remembering once again what has be#n
menti.ned in seetirm 4-2 «f this- report about FS3 n«t being the only satisfactory
method, a conclusion can be drami that a carefully planned PEG even on a very

moderate scale.will be usually desirable. In the context of this cnncluox^ the
advantages and the disadvantages of the two methodologies, FSoA and FZ^3 may be
discussed. In what follows an "evaluation 3A" uill mean an Ea drawn. 1* the M?*>

ample.

40A/ Population Grovrth Estimation: A Handbook of Vital Ctatictics tiea^urement.

S.S. Marks, I/. Seltzer and IC Krocld.. 1974-
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75. The basic idea of the PESA is to reconstruct the exact population of the

evaluation EA on the census date. It is therefore necessary to collect correct

information on the. in-and out-migrant's', newborn babies, deaths etc. The PESA
allows no errors on the.part.of the enumerators.1 This work condition demands that

the enumerators should be. of so high a quality."as to make their work faultless. In
PESA, therefore, one uses better qualified and better trained enumerators. More

over, the cost of the PES increases with the intensi'veness of the work. Also-, if

the interval between the census and the PE3 increase, it becomes more difficult for

the neighbours of the out-migrant household to supply information because of

recall lapse. In addition, the neighbours may be ignorant regarding even the com

position of.the out-migrant household and, of other data critical for matching.

That is why it has always been recommended that a PEGA for census evaluation should

take place immediately after the census, since the emphasis is more on the quality
of the PESA than on its independence of the general census. t}J

76. ■ . Unfortunately, the results of the PES in many countries have shown that the
condition of committing no errors in PESA .is.extremely unrealistic. No matter

how much money and effort is expended, errors seem to occur in the PESA. In

Liberia, it has been found that more experienced, better trained or better educated
enumerators do not do a significantly better case finding job than do abort term,

regularly trained enumerators of average education. 42/ This disillusionment .with

regard to the expectations resulting from the attempts to achieve an ideal- PESA,
in practice led.some statisticians..and demographers to believe that PES technique

would not be suitable, at least for the developing countries in Africa. £2/ However,
logical examination of census and PES objectives as well as the experiments with

dual system estimation in the fields of vital statistics led to the idea of PESB

as a.modified practical method. .

77. Fundamental idea of PESB is its execution as an exercise completely independent

of the census, to investigate, the errors in the census. It does not attempt to

reconstruct the exact population of the evaluation EA at the census date. It tries

to see if there are errors (omission or duplication) in the census enumeration of
the- sample population enumerated by the PES, recognizing-that the' PESB, like the
general'census itself, will not, be without errors; though, as in the census, all
efforts should' be made to hold the amount of error to a minimum. Thus, as in the

census, the PESB enumerators', should also be trained, and should be the best

enumerators available, but they do not need to be highly skilled "experte" in census

enumeration. It is not necessary to find out the details regarding out-migrante

who have left the sample EA during the.interval between the census and the PESB.
Instead in-migrants are asked where they were at the time of the census. This tends

to reduce field costs. Moreover since the estimates of under or over-count are

based on the sample population as it is at the PESB date, it is not necessary to

conduct the PESB as soon as possible after the census date. In fact, in order to

41/ Handbook of Population Census Methods, Vol.1., Also Report of the Seminar on the

Organization and Conduct of Census of Population and Housing, E/CN.14/423.

42/ "Factors that affect case finding in the Liberian Fertility Survey" by

J.C. Rumford in.Health Service Reports'1972. ■

An Evaluation and Analysis of the 1970 Population Census Results of Ghana,

E/CN.14/POP/05.
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fperson factually been enumerated in any EA in the sample or out of the sample,
^greater tirae Iag between the census and *»» FESB the »u-b«r of -J^-

: ai-^ ?i*iH' pxnpriences in Africa have indicated tnat it oecorae~
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information and use of a PES immediately after the census only ify
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tu,*. PESB matchinp be made independent of exact aaoress mi 7 *.«,,,.,»_
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enumeration
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feasible even where it is not possible. *» ^"^f^ ^biguities about who
The etching will be complicated by name ^^^^ZXtJ1^. her unmarried

Report on African Census Evaluation Mission by Eli S. Marks/ August 1974
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1973-1974 for the PESB in Paraguay and Marks hac suggested that these can be tested

for use in Africa in connection with a file of households set up in alphabetic

order within place. -■-.... . ... .....,-. : . ..

8l. It chould, be noted here that' ,this additional work of .refining of the census
schedules or preparation of an alphabetical .card index by hand operation will " .

involve additional cost and may'be extremely laborious. Furthermore, although

this work will make the..census-PES matching operation a little easier! it. may not

serve any other purpose. .,.Also, because of recall lapse, it will"often_be difficult

for the respondents to state where they were at the census date, if there is a long

time lag between the census and the FES.

82/ ' It should be noted'that just as PESA fails if the information collected on the
out-migrants from the sample EA during the interval between the census and the PESA

dates is inadequate (missing, incomplete or inaccurate) the FESB fails if the
addresses where the in-niigrants may have been enumerated and other matching data

are inadequate. ,..,.-

83. A PES may be very useful where the 'group assembly1 or some other low cost/
low precision method of enumeration'is used. It may be mentioned here that analysis

by demographic method based on the results of the 1966 population censuses

(canvasser method) in Lesotho and Swaziland showed that in the 1956 population
censuses (assembly method) there was a net under—enumeration of about 10 per cent

in Lesotho and of. about 24 per cent in Swaziland. 45/ In the original census

methodology proposed for. Ethiopia, because of considerations of cost and other

factors, it was planned to adopt the group assembly method followed by a sample

enumeration by house to house canvassing,' particularly for the rural areas. This

sample enumeration could be designed to serve the objectives of PES. Since in

group assembly method there may not be any structure/house/household number, .

considerable difficulty may be experienced in matching individual cases of the

PES and the census.enumeration. In fact .matching in many cases was almost impossible

when the group assembly method and the canvasser method were.compared during the

pilot census in Ethiopia. It should be noted that the group assembly method will

not usually give a satisfactory identification of the exact (map) location of the
enumerated households and it is important, therefore, to use matching methods which

are not dependent upon location. It may be that, with a censuo talce^i by the group

enumeration method, a FESC .or a method similar to that tried .in Liberia should be

followed. However, it will, be best to view this, as a last resort where it io

impossible to develop satisfactory methods for matching to the census, persons

who move between the census and the PES.'

84. It is clear from the above that a PE$C taken immediately after the census,

tacitly assuir.ee that (after proper note has. been taken of babies .born during the

interval between the census and the PESC) the accuracy., and completeness of

enumeration of the target population in the census is the same as the accuracy

and completeness of census enumeration for the cases actually covered by the PESC.

While this assumption may. be satisfactory for a PESC .with a short time lag for

settled areas, for nomadic and1 semi-nomadic areas where migration is considerable

even during a short interval, the assumption will not be justified. In nomadic

45/ Report on a visit to Lesotho by J.G.C., Blacker, UNECA Regional Statistical

Adviser, January 1968-
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and-semi-nomadic areas, it will also be extremely "difficult to-reconstruct the ■

exact population of the sample EA as of the census date -'by using any method. In

those areas, and for migratory populations in general, PESB may be the only

feasible PES technique. Compared to the difficulties of obtaining information

regarding the out-migrants (as in PESA).or of -ignoring them (as in FESC'), it
will be^easier and more accurate to determine where the in-migrants might have

been enumerated during the census and to check if they have really been enume— '

rated.. The approach may be tribal (hierarchical), geographical or through water

.point3 according to the particular conditions inh a country. Details of using

the PESB method for evaluating the census in nomadic and semi—nomadic areas

are expected to be discussed in a separate study on the problems of■enumeration

of the nomads and semi-nomads in Africa. The present technical report is confined

to the'question of PES evaluation of the censuses in sedentary populations.

65- It is important' to remember that the matching' of individual" cases of the PES

returns "with the census returns will always result in some errors. There are,

in fact, two types of matching errors: erroneous matches and erroneous non-matches.

If a'PES unit is incorrectly identified with a census unit, then there is an erro

neous match. ; If a PES unit which was actually enumerated in the census is classi

fied as not enumerated in the census, there is an erroneous non^natch. The

difference between the number of erroneous matches and the number of erroneous

non—matches is called the net matching error. ■ ' ■ ' '

86- For preliminary matching purposes, it is necessary to formulate some

matching rules. If these rules state that two units must be matched through exact

agreement of several identifying characteristics, the probability of an erroneous

match will be large whereas that of an erroneous non;-match will be small. On the

other hand, a set of very loose matching rules will tend to increase the probability

of an erroneous match and decrease that of an erroneous non-match.

87. It may be desirable first to do a preliminary match and then to do a

11 recior filiation" of the initial "probable" and "doubtful" matches. The

"reconciliation" may be done by a*third.visit to the'field or may be done inthe

office by professional:employees using specified reconciliation rules. As yet,

there is no rigid theory on what■a "match" is. For PESA or FESC, during reconcilia

tion census persons and households.not matched in the PES returns can' be compared

with PES persons and households not matched in the census returns. With the greater

judgemental latitude in matching appropriate to professional personnel, some

additional matches may be established and some probable matches may be invalidated.

In field reconciliation, an attempt is made to collect more information on the

charr.cteristics of the non-matched unite in order to establish or definitely

invalidate the possible matches. It should be noted that some subjective elements

will be introduced during the reconciliation stages but every attempt be made to

make the matching and reconciliation rules explicit, logical, and consistent with

good judgement. 46/ ,..::.-

8b0 As an example, some rules and instructions, used in the 1974 PES in Liberia
are given below. 47/ "■ ■-. . .. . ■

46/ Handbook of Population Census Methods, Part V. Draft.

42/ Reconciliation and Coding .Instructions foe .the Poet-Enumeration Survey, 1974
Census of Population. Ministry of Planning and Economic Affairs'. Liberia.
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(i) For matching person to person: The following characteristics rauct

match within specifications on the census and the PEG returns for the

individual person :

a. Locality and structure number

b. Names same or phonetically similar

c. Sex same

d. Age

1. 0-9 years - ages within 3 years

2. 10—3!ii years - ages within 5 years

3. 35 and more years - ages within 10 years

(ii) For a person found in the PES but not in the census:

a. Search locality listing sheet (of the corresponding census EA.) for
the name of the locality where the person has been found in the PEG.

b. If the name is not found in the locality listing sheet for the

corresponding census 2Af search for the sane in the locality listing sheet

for the adjacent SA'e.If found, then conclude that the locality is not included

in the PEC EA. If not found, then conclude that the locality ic included in

the PEC EA.

89^ In order to reduce errors in matching, temporal and geographic out-6f-scope

errors must be controlled. The out-of-scope cases do not form a part of the

sample population and all efforts are made to minimize the bias due to them. In

this case again, the Liberian document 4&/ gives an account of measures that

had been taken for the 1974 PSS in order to minimize the bias due to the temporal

out of scope persons who came into or left the PEG !2A during the time interval

between the census and the FZC dates, through migrations, births and deaths.

The measures were as follows:

(a) The FJ)G having conducted within 1£ days of the censue date, the short

time lag was expected to limit sharply the amount of migration, l.-ioreover, three '

questions were asked to take care of the migration problem: (i) if the person

was a usual resident in the area-, (ii) if the person was present in the locality

or. the census date and (iii) if the person was or was not enumerated somewhere
during the census.

(b) Information was collected on the babies born during the interval.

(c) No information was collected on deaths during the interval, but it was
expected that because of the very chort time lag, the bias from this source would

be negligible.

4"/ The Post-Enumeration Survey liethodological Procedures. 1974 Census
Population and Housing. LSinictry of Planning and Economic Affaire. Liberia*
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90. In order to minimize the bias due to the geographic out of ccope persons,

cpecial care was.taken with regard to the boundary areas of the ISA's. The following

file Searching requirements were adopted for persons reported in PEC but not found

in the censuc returns:

(i) Locality and, if available, street file search in all adjacent EA's

locality and street lists,

(ii) Structure search in all adjacent EA'c using the original structure number

assigned on the door, or if no structure number available,a household

search by name, sex and age.

91 Given that all feasible measures were taken to attempt elimination of errors

and biases, it must be remembered that P25 estimates will still be subject to

campling error, if not also to biasec which are difficult to isolate and estimate.

In addition, for dual system estimates based on individual matching of returns there

r,re some limitations which should be kept in mind. 49/ 50/ First and foremost of

this is the problem of keeping the two sources completely- independent. In practice,

this-jis very difficult to realise. In addition, problems of differences in

definitions and EA boundaries employed, of matching, of reporting out of ccope

population erroneous inclusions, etc. should be taken into account.

92. Finally, it should also be remembered that there will always be a hard core of

population which it is practically impossible to enumerate under any conditions..

Fortunately, the size of this population in as^y country is relatively small. In.

addition, note should be taken of the comment made during the seminar on the

organization and conduct of censuses of population and housing that care should be

taken in interpreting the results of any post-enumeration check and that all

discrepancies found between the census and post-enumeration checks should not

automatically be considered as errors in the census. /

VII. ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION: PHS DESIGN

93. This section deals with the organisation and administration of a PES after the*

census." It has been assumed that the PES wijl be conducted for a coverage evalua

tion of the general census. It has also been assumed that for some countries it is

desirable to conduct the first PES with a very modest design. Sophistication of

techniques'and high precision of the estimates may be too ambitious during the first

one or two attempts. Rather the intention is that of gaining experience and con

fidence .in conducting the general census of population by finding out the possible

sources of errors committed in the coverage. - Hence the stress should be on the

simplicity of the plan and its feasibility subject to the. limited resources and

experience available. For countries with limited financial and technical resources,

it may be desirable to conduct the PES for census evaluation only, and not for

affitional data collection at the same time.

Recall Lapse in Demographic Enquiries, R.K. Som, 1973«

50/ "Estimating Rates of Population Growth" by W.P. Mauldin in Family Planning and

Population Programs. A Review of World Developments, Chicago, 1966. Also

"On the effect of errors in the application of the Chandrasekar-Deming

Technique" by'.W. Seltzer and A. Adlakha. Reprint Series no. 14, April 1974,

Laboratories for Population Statistics. Also, reference 40A/.

ECA document E/CN.14/423.
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PES Organization Lefial Basis .-•-.;

QL It is necessary to make the PES ar> integral.^art/of the census Remembering
?Lt resistance hanometimes been; made, .against the PES. since it engages a re-

Publicity

on the bacis of the PEG results.

PES Budget ■

will organize and conduct the: FES. ■ Naturally, therefore, some or
the

b

res report, as Tcomponent of the total coot'of publication of.-census results.

Q7 The costs of PES questionnaires end other, documents,. FES field enumeration-
deluding su^isory control and P2S matchinC HOrl: includin2 o«xc«.and/or .xeld
reconciliation -ill depend on the sample oize and ,nethodolo3y adopted.

PES Calendar

- is. a
-al census calendar. . The timing/of:-the. drawing of the

final PS

rules and in general a brief guideline for

country.'

the

.£ -r
suitable for the
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FES work does not interfere with and is not affected by the censuc enumeration.
Froni the experiences of other African countries, it seems desirable that the Fb
enumeration work should start not earlier than two weeks after the census enumera

tion *a over. This .delay will enable the census office to collect the completed
census returns from the field and will ensure that the FES enumerators do not have
access to the census data. Experiences have shown that, if the census data are
a-cessible before the FES enumerator submitc his work to the census office, serious
blases"may creep iirto the FES data. For a PES that follows the census with only a
short (2 weeks) delay, it will be desirable to adopt (and try to enforce rigorously)
that no sample EA will be assigned to a PES enumerator until all census schedules
for that EA have been delivered to (and properly "checked in" at).the Central otatis-
tical Office. For PESB, where there is no pressure to hold the time between census
and FES enumeration a minimum, the actual FES field work can be spread out over j or
6 months concentrated within a one or two month period. In Paraguay, where local FES
enumerators were used but supervisors from the central office travelled out to select
and train these enumerators, the PES enumeration was spread over about 6 months,
permitting the supervisors to get the PES started in one region and then move on to
Lather until all regions had been covered. For PESA or PESO, it is ^"^^
desirable to hold the PES field enumeration period to a minimum. The F&X enuraera
tion work should take about two weeks' time assuming the EA population size to be
1,000 ar.d one PES enumerator to be assigned to one EA. (For censuses xn many African
countries, -the average EA population cize has been 1,000. But here the fxgure-has
been taken as an example only). .

100. For matching and office and/or field reconciliation of the data a total period
of ;*o month, as a rough guide seems reasonable, one month being kept"*^
work and the following month for the reconciliation purposes. To it, the
approximately one month for processing and tabulating the PES dat. sho"Jd^.^f^
Writing of the detailed report on the PES may be taken up at the time of writing of
reports on the general census. It should be noted that the time periods have bear
given as very broad guideline and will vary according to the resources and other
considerations of the census office in a country.

Sample Design

J-JJSftiSSE SJSS."Sr-"35S

L

work load of one enumerator during the cencuo enumeration period.

102 There will be some degree of intraclass correlation in census coverage. The

s
lci»r, it

against the complete set of census returns from the same EA =. However,
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possible to undertake the task of splitting the census EA's into smaller sized

sampling, units, this will permit the census office to sample more areas and the work

of more enumerators- ■ .'.'"'.'' ' ' ■

103. (b) Stratification; It is to be noted that the sources of errors (omission,
duplication, erroneous inclusions) tend to1-be different in urban■and rural areas.

Frequently, the most important source of omission in rural zones is due to missing

whole areas and hence all houses and persons therein; In urban zones, on the other

hand, the most.important source tends to be the-omission of households (and especi
ally single member households) and of persons within households. It-is advisable,.

therefore,' to make a stratification of EA's into (i) rural and (ii) urban zones.
For the purpose of drawing the sample for the PES, only the -capital city and the
main Industrial and commercial towns of the country may be considered as urban, the

rest of the country being considered as rural. This ic suggested, because often the

principal locality in a district is considered as urban for the census purposes,

whereas,.in reality, its nature may be completely rural. -

104. In the general census of population, some countries use a built-in-sample for

collecting supplemental information specially in the rural zone. A common practice

seems to be the use of a short questionnaire for the'whole of the country, .with use .

of a long, questionnaire that includes the short one, for 100$ of the urban popu
lation and the same long questionnaire for a sample of the rural population. .Under-

such circumstances, it is better to have a further stratification of the rural EA's

for the PES sampling namely (i) rural EA's where a long questionnaire was used and

(ii) other rural EA's. In absence of information on variability within stratum,

or unless separate estimates are to be made for some strata, a proportional alloca

tion of the sample will be reasonable.

105. (c) Sample size: For most of the African countries a sample of about

50,000 people will be a feasible sample size. For example,.for a country of 3 .

million,people with urban population of 0.6 million and rural population of 2.4

million, there might be 600 urban EA's and 2,400 rural EA's. With proportional

allocation of 50 EA's, there will be 10.urban EA's and 40 rural EA's in the sample.

However, it may'be desirable to increase the number of urban .EA's in the Eample to

20. If. a country wants and can.afford to have a larger sample (a larger sample
means.higher precision but also higher cost), the sample size may be raised to
100,000 to 200,000 people. Since the intention of this technical, report is to

devise a very simple sampling.design for the first PES to be organized after the

census; (which.in some cases will also be the first complete, census.in the history

of the country), if the census office in a country thinks that a: sample of 50,000

people will not be feasible, there should not be any strong objection to reducing

the sample size to as low as 30,000 people. However, the number of EA's should not

be reduced below 30. What is essential is to carry out efficiently all work in

connection with a PES of a feasible sample size rather than being too ambitious and

thus obtaining unsatisfactory results at the end. It should always be remembered ,

that a small scale PES may also point out some serious defects of the planning of

the general census and in this way .will be helpful in improving the next round of

the census, although an unduly small sample size :may make it impossible to do

.anything about preparing corrected estimates. ■

106. (d) Sample selection; The EA'c in the PES will be chosen following a systematic

circular sampling method. For each stratum a list of EA's will have to be prepared.
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(i) Urban zone: For each urban conglomeration the EA's should be numbered
<n a spiral fashion from the outside to the interior. The list will be continuing,

covering one urban area after another. That is, when all the EA's in one urban
area have been numbered, the numbering should continue to the EA's in the second
urban area, following, the same spiral fashion in that area.

(ii) Rural ronei Within the administrative divisions, the EA's are also to be
numbered in T7^*T1ashion. If the province is the largest administrative division
and th-e" district within province is the second largest, then the EA's within each
district may be numbered in a spiral fashion while the .districts within P^™* „
may be considered one after another in a spiral fashion. When all EA's within each
district of a province have been listed in this way, the next province should be
numbered. There will be one list prepared containing all rural EA's provided,' of
course that-no other stratum-is formed within the rural zone. It is understood rnax

if there are other strata, each stratum will have one list of EA's prepared by the
procedure outlined above. The procedure of sample selection is given in tome* U
The same procedure may be followed for the urban area, replacing province by town
end 'district' by ward within town. It should be noted that an alternative way of
numbering is to follow the serpentine numbering pattern.

107. A-technical note on the sample design including a note on the estimation
procedure is given in Annex II« .

PES Staf_f ..

108 Although the procedure PESB or PESC does not demand the use of better trained,
better qualified enumerators duimg the PES, it is suggested that the supervisors
who havfworked during the general census may be utilised for the PES any type. The
reason for this suggestion is that they are already familiar with the census
"objectives and procedures. It was observed in 1972 pilot population census in Congo
that th. regular staff of the national statistical of ice could .^^^tion
during enumeration and supervision. The possibility oi gen-iiis w«=

done by the regular staff of the statistical (or census) <*£;« see™> ™~ «£
be worth exploring. Assuming that the PES sample contains 50 EA c of *v^* *^e .
" * *■ , to-*/-* ^__WHi,AM » ,t i t 4- f% Ifa rihayfTP OX OTIC WIlVJAtS

^■f 1 nOO r.«rcons Der EA and that one PES enumerator will taice cnarge ui
oi x,vaaj F-r"wl" ^C1 Q j^g enumerators, and 20 to 25 senior supervisors

EA.; tbe census on.ice wxj. j . _ • _en_ ■for* this hiph' super™*

co'^i^iteffiay°berdifficult fo/a^upervisor to oversee the work of more than 3

pervisors during the. census, to deposit their census books at tne central
census office and to be trained for the PES enumeration.

census .>
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111. The FES enumerators should-complete their field work within a period of two

weeks. Three days should be kept for training and four days for travel, installa

tion etc. Thus for the country taken as an example,-.the FES field work and

training should take about 1,000 enumerator-days. This does not include the time
needed if a decision is taken to do field reconciliation .for non-matched and doubt

ful cases. In selecting the staff it must be remembered that often the field staff

suffers from a general fatigue after the census enumeration is over and it may be
difficult for them to undertake a re-enumeration after only two weeks1 time. In
fact, this has been mentioned as a major, difficulty of organizing a PES immediately

after the general census. £2/ ■■■. .,.--.■

112. The training of the PES staff will include the explanation of the definitions

and concepts used in the general census. It is also necessary that the FES

enumerators understand clearly the objectives of the PES and especially that the
errors and defects of census enumeration in a particular EA will not be recorded

as due to any particular supervisor or enumerator. In fact ;the scientific nature

of this statistical study should be fully appreciated by all the PES staff before

the field enumeration is started. .

113. In the PES field work, the ideal goal of the enumerator is exactly the came as

that in the cencusj that is, to cover thoroughly the entire population in the

(cample) EA assigned to him. This applies to the listing of houses and households

as well as to the enumeration of the population. . ; .

114. FES method and questionnaire: As suggested above, the particular method (FESA,
PESB or PESC or some other variant) that will be suitable for a country may be

determined only after the pilot studies on the PES in that country. To recapitulate
what has been said above, in the classical approach (PESA), attempts are made to
reconstruct without any error the population at the census date. The object of the

FESB, on the other hand, is to determine if those among the population of the

evaluation EA's as at the FES date, who should have been correctly enumerated in
the census, have actually been correctly enumerated, accepting the fact that the

FES data will be subject to errors. Finally, while the goal of the PESC is the same

as that of the PESA, PESC accepts that the PES data will not be free from errors.

On the basis of the results obtained in the evaluation EA's, conclusions are drawn
with regard to the errors in the census for the whole population (or for specified

sub—populations) for which the FES is done.

115. In some countries, all of the questions of the original census questionnaire

are used during the PES, while in some others, only a few questions of the original

questionnaire together with a number of probing questions are anked in order to

make accurate checks on the responses obtained during the census. For example, in

the 1961 FES in the United Kingdom, information on the number of children born

was asked of each ever-married woman separately for each of her marriages, if more

than one; in the census proper, the question was asked for all of her marriages taken

together. $2/ Similarly, the 1950 US PES made use of detailed "probing" questions

in contrast to the more summary form of questions used in the censuc. 53A/

52/ ECA document E/CN.U/:PH/42 _;

52/ Health and Vital* Statistics. B. Benjamin.-.

53A/The Post-Enumeration Survey: 1950 Technical Paper No.4. US Bureau of the Census.
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116. It is desirable that such information be collected in the PES questionnaire

as would facilitate the work of matching. It is necessary to note the detailed

geographic characteristics of the sample EA's and of the locality (localities)
contained in the EA. If housing structure or household numbers are marked on the

structure, they should also be noted during the PES listing. Any. structure that
was occupied on the census date but vacant .on.the census date and conversely, should '
also be noted, in addition to all those that have been constructed since the census

date. With regard to individual information, it seems necessary that one should ask
name, relationship with the head of household, sex and age. In addition, information

on marital status and.profession seem desirable. It is absolutely necessary to

note the full name and also all other names used by a person (including nick names)
on the PES form. For married women, it is desirable to note the,name(a) used before
marriage. The exact characteristics which should be investigated under the par

ticular conditions of a country may be determined after the pilot PES.

117c Just as the census returns are scrutinised and supervised by the census super

visors, it is necessary to supervise the work of the PEG enumerators through field

visits and scrutinise the PEG returns before sending them to the central census

office for the next stage of PES operations, that is, matching.

118. (a) Matching i It is easily understood that a one-to-one match of the census

and the PES houses, households and persons is very difficult when the addresses are

not clearly.given.and.when names often do not identify a particular person.

However,; the basis of the PES estimates is a one-to-one match and this must be done

in order to derive the full benefits of the PEG.

119. For matching one will need (i) the PES returns for the.sample EA (ii) the
census returns for the sample EA. In addition, in order to check whether some areas/
houses/persons .have been enumerated in the wrong EA due to boundary problems, one

may need the returns from.the census EA|s adjacent to the evaluation EA.

120. For the task of matching, a set of matching rules will have to'be formulated.
The result of a pilot PES will help largely in the exact specification of the

matching rules. ■However many tentive decisions depending on the conditions pre

vailing in the country will have to be made before the pilot study. As noted .

previously, a set of very strict rules will increase the probability of erroneous

non-matches and a set of very flexible rules will increase the probability of

erroneous matches. ■,■-■■

121. A list of all non-matched houses/houceholdc/persons in the census returns will
be prepared. A similar list will be prepared for all non-matched houses/households/

persons in the PES returns. . . . ... . ;

122. Non-matched PES houses/households/persons should be searched among the census
returns from the adjacent EA's to determine whether the PES or the census enumerators

may have enumerated some.units in the wrong EA because of problems in determining

the EA boundaries.■ ■ . ■

123. (b) Reconciliation: This may be a very important stage in the post-enumera

tion survey. In the reconciliation stage, more careful consideration and better

judgement is used in the office and/or intensive work is undertaken in the firld

in order to reduce the number of non-matches and questionable matches in the PES
returns. It should be remembered that when an apparently non-matched unit in the
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PES is declared a j-iatoh with a unit in the censuc, it may seem to be an erroneous

decision. But when ail available information is taken into account, one may be

able to concJuda that the decision is probably correct. There will be more con

fidence in the decisions made if a reasonable sound logic can be developed for

each case. ' .: • '■ '' ■■'..•■-■:■■. . ■

124. For a country undertaking a. FES for the first time, "it may be necessary to make

a field-reconciliation. This may clarify some of the confusions over matching and
field enumera.tion. Eat it must be noted that a field'reconciliation is usually

costly and the results are7 at besty "presumptive" rather than conclusive. A

careful office reconciliation will be much less expensive but may also be less

satisfactory. A compromise may be to select a eubsaraple, say 10 per cent, of the

non—matched and dubious match cases and investigate them in the field to try to

evaluate the validity of the matching rules. ... ...

125'. -The rate1 of" matching and that of office reconciliation may be different," the

latter being slower. For a sample of 50,000 persons with one-half of all the cases

requiring a reconciliation and an average rate of 60 persons per office- worker per

day, one will" nsed about .1,250 worlceaxiaye; for matching and office reconciliation.

With 30 office workers, it will" take about 40'days or about two months including
reserve and leave." : '' •' ' ... - ' .

PES .Processing, .Estimation- g.-id. Analysis of -Results ■ ■ -

126. (a) Where there is an appreciable urban population, it will be desirable to
determine PES estimates"of coverage error for urban and rural areas. It may also

be possible to oalculnte. regional estimates even though it may be advisable to

publish estates .ou.iy -,-.t the-national level. The-analysis of the characteristics

of the persons for whom there wan emission or duplication in the.census will throw

important light on the basic cav.ffsc of.committing these errors in the census, and-

for this too, a separate analysis may be made at the rural and urban levels. All

these should be included ii\ the FES programme, and some of the results should be
published in i*.hc final report on chs census.

127. If the census office finds it difficult to process the PES data mechanically,
then ons can usually do th.3 essential PES tabulations manual processing.

128. (b) For ths estimation of coverage error, a table as given in section37
will have to be prepared. ' The estimated completeness of the censua for PSSC is:

-■ -■ '.

c; & m
PESO «

and the esi-iniE.tftd total- population corrected for under-enuroeration is: -.

N N

M

where, as above, N^ ~ total nu.xber oy -persons recorded.iia the census Np = estimated

total number cf porconc from records of. the PES and U ~ estimated total number of

persons from records of the i^S who can be matched in the census returns. The

working rules at'es (l) vhe estimated total number is the number of censuc cases
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multiplied by the inverse of the proportion of matched cases among the PEG returns,

and (2).completeness of the census is given by the ratio of the number of PES cases

matched in the census to the estimated total number of PES cases- It is possible,

of course, to calculate these estimates for different groups or regions* However

it may be desirable to keep the estimation procedure simple during the first PEG

experiences in a country.

129. For PE3A,.as above, the estimated completeness of the census is:

' • • N2 ■ '
where N? = estimated total number of persons from records of the PES, and M a

estimated, total.number of persons from records of the PES who can^be matched in the

census returns. Here the estimated total population ic given by N_*

I3O*: ■ (c) It.is essential to publish the PES results. Even if it is considered a
•failure1, an official note on the detailed methodology used and an analysis of the

possible causes of the so-called 'failure1 will help in improving the future PES

design and may in addition, help in the general design of future censuses.

Description Number

Percentage of

population

enumerated in

census

Sampling error

absolute

Relative to

population

enumerated in

census

Population recorded

in the census

Omitted persons

Duplication*

Other erroneous

inclusions*

Net under or over-

enumeration

Estimated population

100.0

* Unless a check is made of a representative sample of cases enumerated in the

census there will be no estimates of erroneous inclusions and duplications. A

similar table, if desired, may be prepared for the housing units.

131* It should be noted that all reports for the PES should clearly state whether
the results relate to the entire population of the country or to only a subgroup of

the population (urban, rural, sedentary, nomadic, an ethnic group, a geographical
area etc.) .
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132. H

results from all of the different raethods used.
on the

Sample Survey Reports



Anaex I. Drawing of. Sample
Annex 1

CCUIff'RY/r.INIJTRY
cj-rsus office/population census (t.^r)
POST-irtJUtURATION SURVSY

LIST OF ^NVnvJRA'HON A'SEAS

RURAL/UR3AN

(a) Page of.,.

(b) Prepared by Date.

(c) Verified by Date,

(d) Total nuiiober of ISA's = N =,.

(e) Sampling fraction =

(f
S

h

Sample size = n =

3a.:ipling in'tarval = N/n..,

1st ranclofii number drawn =

Serial Number ! Province/Town i Distriot/ifard i Name or Code Observations
I I ! of SA '

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Remarks; N is the last number in column (l). Let N be a number of 4 digits

Drawn a number between 0001 and N. Let r be the number drawn. Then the "j^a'

with serial numbers: r, r + N 2N,.,i. etc will be in the sample. If.,

n n

however, for some value of k, r + k. N exceeds N, then one will calculate '

n

r + k. N - N, r + k. .N - N + N, ... etc and choose the corrGC-onding .JA's in

n n n

the sample. Usually N is rounded to tlie nearest integer

n
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Annex II. Technical Note on Sampling Design

In order to develop a suitable sample design, it is first recalled that the

completeness of census coverage is estimated by the ratio of the number of casec

observed in the census to the PES estimate of the total number :of cases. Excluding

erroneously enumerated cases, this is also the ratio of the matched cases to the

number of cases observed in the PES. One must also remember that the net under-

enumeration rate has two principal components - one is the under-enumeration rate

and the other is "the duplication and erroneous inclusion rate. In this assumption

the enumerators deliberate mistakes have not been taken into account, which may in

some cases be a very important source of error.

Since the duplication and erroneous inclusion will usually have much less

occurrence than that of omission, the variance of the estimated net under-enumeration

will mainly be due to the variance of the estimated gross under-enumeration. In

determining the sampling design one will therefore consider the gross under-enumera

tion that may have occurred during the general census.

As an example it is assumed that a country has 3 million people of which 0.6

million are urban and 2.4 million rural. The census office will have to deal with

3000 EA's of 1000 persons each during the general census. It is assumed that, on

an average, there will be 200 households in each EA.

The rate of omission in these,EA's will vary, and it is assumed that this

rate will in most cases be lower than 15 per cent for any individual EA. There may,

of course, be some EA's.with abnormal conditions.for which the rate of omission may

exceed 15 per cent, but, for all practical purposes, the number of these EA's will

be negligible. (It is tacitly, assumed that if the number of EA's with a rate of

omission higher than 15 per cent is large, then the census organization failed to

impose the necessary controls during the pre-enumeration and enumeration stages-)

The rate of omission for a large region, such as a province, which will consist of

a number of EA's, may be assumed to be around 7*5 per cent, so that the average

number of persons omitted during the census per individual EA is 75, The number

of persons omitted will of course vary from EA to EA. If one assumes that the

coefficient of variation of this number is 100 per cent, then the expected

coefficient of variation, V, of the average number of persons omitted per EA

estimated from a sample of 50 EA's, on the basis of simple random sampling, will be

given as: ,

V - =,14 or 14 per cent

Thus the average rate of gross under-enumeration will be estimated with a

relative error of 14 per cent, with 50 EA:s in the sample.- With 3° EA's, the

relative error will be 18.25 per cent. The effect of systematic campling and

stratification will be to decrease this amount to come extent and the effect of

intraclass correlation will be the opposite. To get an idea of the net undercount

and also of the important sources of error by organizing a very simple PES after

the general census, it seems that about 50 census EA'c should serve the purpose.

If the census office in a country thinks that it needs greater precision in the

estimates of the rates and that it is feasible technically and financially to have

a larger sample, it is advisable to increase the sample size. Following the same

line of argument, it should be noted here that if the census office in the country

thinks that even a sample of 50,000 persona ic too large to be feasible financially
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and technically, it may still be desirable to conduct a FES after the general census

with a smaller sample, since, when properly organized, even the results obtained

from this small sample can guide the. census office to avoid many pitfalls during

the next population census.■ ' . . -

In the dual system estimates,, as has been pointed out in the report, errors

are assumed to be possible both in the census and the FES. The estimate of the

total population is given as:

..." N « ^1^2 = "V where W = M
-v ,. T . . ...

- « N2

Assuming a self-weighting design, 17 is the proportion of PES cases matched in the

census and the variance of *I can be estimated by:

S2 = S2 = ? (-wi " v;)
■ ' w * i -" 1 '" * (approximately)

where n = number of sample EA's

v. .- >.proportion of capes matched in the i * sample EA

It should be noted that the variation in the size of the EA's will have an

increasing effect on the sampling error.
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Some remarks concerning the suggested PESC questionnaire':

It is a broad outline and the final PES questionnaire should be based on the

experiences gained during the pilot PEG in the country.

The following points should be noted:

1. The HIS workbook should have a cover page giving the geographic identifica

tion of the evaluation EA in as much detail as possible.

2. The questionnaire should contain the geographic identification o.f the house

and household surveyed. If there are census house and household numbers graven

during prelisting of houses and households or during enumeration, these should be

noted, but only if they are marked on the structure or on an. enumeration slip

issued to the ho-icehold at the time of the census enumeration. No access to the

completed census returns should be allowed.

3« Definitions and concepts used in the census are to be followed!

For coX.i, if one page is not enough for a household, the serial number

should be continued to the next page.

For col.2, full names are to be written.

For col. 3> s.11 other names used by the percon should be noted.

For married women, attempts should be made to write any narats i.i:\ed before

marriage. Gpccial care should be taken to write other naraes vsoa to

refer to children, old people, and servants.

For c:ol.4f (for a de jure census) absentees mean household members who
were temporarily absent at the time of the census. Dead and new-born

after the cencus date should be noted. Ask and note anyone who belonged

torhi.e household during census. (For a de facto census)- /isk raid note
anyone who was staying in this household during the censun.

For cole,5 to 9» census definitions and concepts are to be follow:-'..

For cols.10 to 14, these five columns should be filled in for nvery person

belonging to the household.

For col,15, the enumerator should write down any other information about

the household and/or its individual members that he may think rill be

useful. For example, a person may have a job elsewhere or the head may

be polygamous, the wives living in the same or different compoundsr

children from different wives may have been enumerated togerhar etc,
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PSSB Matching Form

(For Addresses Outside Sample iilA.)

FES Segment No, Household No.

Geographic Identification

Country:

Clan/Township/Concession_

Locality ■ .

District

Address

Description

Head of .Household

at Time of the Census

Names of Heads.of Neighboring

Households: . __



Annex IV. Enter names of all persons living or staying at

the address at the time of the census
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Leave
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Name Relation
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Sex
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schedule
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the schedule;
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